George Gasparich Index

Side 1

0-54 Ronald Still explosion c. 1928
55-60 Immigration to America-New Mexico/Ronald 1915
61-67 Life in New Mexico
68-72 Father's work activity
73-96 George in the mines in 1939/Describes a miner's working day.
97-125 Pan lines/Duckbill operator/shooting coal/foreman
126-153 Dangers in the mines-rock falls/gas
154-171 Use of brass checks for miners
172-180 Mine rescue teams
181-187 Nationalities in the mines
188-226 Wages and NWI Co. credit/snake
227-248 Mine locations-Busy Bee/Jonesville/Patrick's/No. 3/
   Hill Mine/ No. 8/ No. 6/ Dip Mine/ No. 5/No. 7/No. 9/
249-254 Coal seams-Big dirty
255-260 Truck Mine- Bill Shaw
261-264 Unions
265-290 Life in Ronald-Upper and Lower
291-335 Mining technology and change.
336-366 Toni Bailey-Women in No. 9 mine
367-386 Family recreation
387-430 Prohibition-Taverns/2 in Ronald/Hiding the bottle

Side 2

0-106 Great Depression and Western Miner's Strike/women arrested/affect on community & miner relations. Who belonged?
107-116 Western Miner leaders
117-148 Impact of closing the mines.
149-161 What happens to the UMW after mines close?
162-177 Strikes--How the UMW helped the miners/impact on NWI store.
178-190 Impact of WW II on the miners.
191-212 What miners did after a work day.
213-235 Working in No 5 mine-Hot mine-strip down.
236-253 Why work in a coal mine?
254-273 How George got into logging-Joins CCC Camp
274-337 CCC camp life/Depression in Ronald--End of tape